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Hut of the Month: Kildalkey
Irma Du Plessis

Kildalkey, the first hut one encounters
when walking easterly around the island.
The name Kildaley comes from the sealer
history of the island. The SS Kildalkey was
the last sealer ship to leave the island.
The hut is located on the bank of Black
Haglet river, sheltered from the worst of
the wind. At night, you fall asleep with
the sounds of river and wind.
If you decide to walk there, you have a
choice of routes:
The inland route takes you past Nelly's

Humps, past Tom, Dick and Harry, over
Stoney Ridge and then keeping Mesrug
sort of to the 1 o'clock position, cross a
few rivers until you are over the Soft
Plume. Carefully avoid the mires and cut
left.
The coastal route is basically that, you
stick to the coast, keeping ocean to the
left... This route is not for the faint of
heart - it has many deep mires and steep
blechnum slopes (refer article: Marion,
Isle of Mire).
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Breeding season has started with a bang and with it came action around every bend.
Ice-bergS, elephant seal pupS and leopard sealS (please note the emphasis on the plurals!) causing the sealer spirits to climb to new heights (quite literally as some of the
pictures show) and even inspired the composition of a sealer song (which was performed live during coms by the “Marion Mannekoor”:
Not one of our
usuals but a VIP
customer if we’ve
ever had one

Sealer 1: Jy met jou wandelliedjie
Sealer 2: Ek met my wandelliedjie
Together: Sing ons die Sealer liedjie saam.
Sealer 1: Sing ons van waterstrome
Sealer 2: gazellas en tropicalis bulle,
Together: Leopard seal wat daar op die strandjie lê.
Sealer 1: Ons sing
Sealer 2: Ons werk
Together: Want die elephant seals die sal ons nooit
verveel, nooit verveel!
Sealer 1: Jy met jou wandelliedjie
Sealer 2: Ek met my wandelliedjie
Together: Sing ons die SEALER liedjie saaaaaam!

Sealers trying to climb Mt. iMpossible
via Egypt

Sealer on top of
Mt. iMpossible

THE

WANDERER

But singing has to wait when you’re sneaking into a harem to super-small pups, read
tags and do photogrammetry's because you’ll be dodging gaping jaws soon
enough and it’s better to get as much work done as you can before you have to
start dodging and diving, heels flying—retreating from charging mothers and
Beach Masters (the real Mothers). Breeding season’s mountainous workload
seems impossible but the sealers have started climbing it in any case.
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Typical day
in the
office,
check the
view from

Hennie had the Honor of supersmall
tagging our first elephant seal pup of
the season, F007, but we call him
Bond,
James Bond

our cubicle

Mugshot of James Bond (F007) on
Beach MM007 (Archway)

After all the “klippe kou” we’ve been
doing, one sealer tried his teeth on the
south pole version
Beach Master battle scars

clear evidence of weather modification
(link to crazy guys vid)

THE

WANDERER

Sealer crossing
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Our awesome island
Mariëtte, Tegan and Maka

Social in Kildalkey hut.

“Tegan and
Mariëtte nearly
froze their fingers
off at Kildalkey
Bay”

THE

WANDERER

September marks the
beginning of spring.
We saw various
Three hardcore travelers.
signs of spring
such as gentoo
penguin chicks
getting larger...
the return of
interesting
Kildalkey Bay freezing expedition.
bird species...
elephant seal pups being
This month Mariëtte held
born... Although we have the fort at base, while Tegan
not been as fortunate as and Maka gallivanted round
the complaining Gauten- the island in search of gengers with over 30 degree too and king penguin chicks.
Celsius and constant sunshine. Jack, the metkassie, joined
A quick fix for the
them for the trip. During
We started the month off with
pink,
holy boots (ps it
this epic journey of two
a trip to Kildalkey accompadid
not work).
birders and a metkassie,
nied by the medic Irma. The
they combined work with
first two nights were filled with play. On route between
ladies laughter and chatting, Kildalkey and Grey Headwhich continued when joined
ed, the three hardcore
by two sealers on the third
travelers were blessed
night. Mariëtte baked some
with heaps of snow. This
yummy vetkoek. With five
led to Maka and Tegan‘s
people in the hut, we devised a
intense snow battle,
plan for everybody to rest the
which ended only after
head (only four beds in a hut).
Tegan lost sight due to
Birders and Metkassies unite!
Irma and Tegan made a Christ- snow being compacted in
mas bed on the floor with one
between her eyes and
mattress and
glasses. Maka baked expillows! Tegan
perimental hut bread,
and Mariëtte while Tegan tried the hut
nearly froze
soya mince (Maka says
their fingers eewwhh! Tegan says yumoff at Kildalkey my!! Jack was too polite to
Bay while resay anything). They also
furbishing the
summitted a few of the
quadrant poles island‘s peaks. Tegan‘s pink
It was cold.
for the upcom- boots did not quite make
Christmas bed!
ing macaroni
the whole round island in
Back at base, Mariëtte conpenguin breeding season.
one piece, in fact they betinued to monitor whitecame quite holy.
chinned petrel burrows.
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Even the experienced walkers
get stuck in mires.

“the inhabitant
gave Mariëtte a
skrik by saying
hello as it pecked
her elbow.”

AZORELLA KOP!
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This entails checking the inside
of some burrows with a burrow scope, while other burrows are monitored through
playbacks on a dictaphone. As
it is still early in the season,
many burrows were empty. At
one of the burrows, the inhabitant gave Mariëtte a skrik by
saying hello as it pecked her
elbow. In between all the
work, there was time to listen
to the Blue Bull vs Western
Province rugby game. Mariëtte
and Anche were dressed in
their respective team‘s rugby
shirts (Mariëtte is a loyal Blue
Bull supporter). Unfortunately
for her, the Blue Bulls lost this
match.

Cleanup crew.

that John Kieser is an old
Marionite! On the day, the
three birders were joined by
Prince, Jack, Irma, Daniswa
and Shadrack. After the mission was accomplished, we
had a celebratory picnic at
Archway Bay.

iceberg that washed ashore.
So dear Gautengers, your
weather might be better,
but our island is more awesome!

This month, we were fortunate to see some of the
―Bucket List‖ island sightings

Each month the birders check
five beaches for beach debris.
We usually find various plastic
bottles, other plastic pieces,
styrofoam and other bits and
bobs that have washed ashore
over the past month. With 21
September being the Ocean
Conservancy‘s 28th International Coastal Cleanup day,
we joined thousands of volunMission accomplished!
teers around the world in
focusing attention on coastal
pollution. When sending the
- a leopard seal as well as
first e-mail to the South Afri- the eighth iceberg since take
can coordinator for this initia-over! We even had a
tive, we were happy to hear chance to taste a piece of an
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MARION ISLAND SEA TEMP AND CLIMATE STATS REPORT
SEA TEMP REPORT: Sept 2013

THE

Date

Sea Temp

Date

Sea Temp

Date

Sea Temp

01

SWELL

11

4.5

21

4.7

02

4.6

12

4.0

22

4.7

03

4.7

13

4.3

23

4.6

04

4.5

14

4.3

24

4.5

05

4.9

15

4.7

25

4.6

06

4.7

16

4.7

26

4.7

07

4.9

17

4.6

27

4.6

08

5.1

18

4.7

28

4.6

09

4.9

19

4.7

29

4.6

10

4.8

20

4.7

30

4.8
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CLIMATE STATS: Sept 2013
Ave Max Pressure

1002.2hPa

Ave Min Pressure

987.6hPa

Ave Pressure

995.5hPa

Max Pressure

1018.5hPa

Min Pressure

950.2hPa

Ave Max Temp

6.1°C

Ave Min Temp

0.9°C

Ave Temp
Max Temp

3.5°C
10.0°C

Min Temp

-2.8°C

Ave Humidity

85%

Max Humidity

100%

Min Humidity

58%

Max Wind Gust

41.2m/s or 148.3km/h

Total Rainfall

169.8mm

Highest in 24 Hours

22.6mm

Total days with rain

29 days

Total days > 1mm

25 days

Total Sunshine

112.2 hours
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BIRDS BIRDS BIRDS
“Instead we

By Kim Stevens

turned up the
heater, filled up
the dry room with
wet clothes and
drank plenty of
hut coffee with
rusks.”

Sooty

With the burrowing petrel
work easing up as we head
into summer and the Wandering albatross chicks
preparing to fledge, the
main focus of September‘s
work for the PFIAO birders was the Northern Giant Petrel
Macronectes
halli (NGP)
and the Dark
-mantled
sooties
Phoebetria
fusca. Setting up the
monitoring
colonies for the darkmantled sooties has meant
many pleasant days out at
Kildalkey, Macci Bay and
Ships — banding these birds
in preparation
for the breeding season.

NGP

THE

WANDERER

Alongside the
monitoring of
the NGP colonies we set
up in August,
this month
began slightly
differently -

Banding Sooties

September started off with
a 6-day Northern Giant
Petrel round island census.
Stefan and I left base in
high spirits not quite
knowing what was in store
for us. The search was on
for all incubating NGPs on
the island – as they generally blend in with the rocks
they nest behind, this is
not as easy as it sounds.
Day one took us to Kildalkey hut. It was a slow
day as we took a rather
long coastal detour and
then had to head inland
again. It also meant several
river crossings, which, after a fair amount of rain,
made life rather interesting. There were a few moments I thought I was
bound to end up taking an
unintended swim. But
thankfully, except for my
leaking gumboot, we made
it to Kildalkey without get-

ting too wet and with a
reasonable number of
NGPs already on the list.
There we were met by the
Sealers, Christiaan and Johan.
Next, joined by Christiaan,
it was on to Watertunnel
via Green Hill and Puisie.
After a promising sunny
morning the weather took
a turn and we got soaked.
Combined with the wind it
got pretty chilly, but after
heading over Karookop
we made it to Watertunnel hut where we were
met by Nadia and Carson.
All of us were too cold
and wet to carry on to
Grey-headed hut, which
was the planned destination for the evening. Instead we turned up the
heater, filled up the dry
room with wet clothes
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and drank plenty of hut coffee
with rusks. The next morning it
was still raining so we waited out
part of the morning in the hut
until it cleared up. It turned out
to be a pleasant day which meant
we could happily search watertunnel and Gazella plain. As Nadia and Carson headed for
Rooks, Stefan and I stayed at
Grey-headed hut to search the
area above Grey-headed Ridge.
This also gave us a chance to
check out the Grey-headed albatross which had arrived back at
the ridge and band
some of the birds in
the colony.
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back to the Butternut Hotel.
they turned out more like hotDespite the weather being
cross biscuits. In the morning
against us, the trip was full of
we finished up the search at
Swartkops and
headed for Mixed
Pickle. Thanks to
the help of Nadia
and Carson we
managed to get to
the hut by lunch
time and decided
continue over
Azorellakop to
Cape Davis. We
arrived very cold
Scary River Crossing
and wet just
fun, beautiful views, great combefore the snow began
and spent the rest of the pany and good laughs. And as
“We awoke to a very
M69 said ―you will NOT disevening huddled by the
Then we headed to
heater or snuggled up in solve in the rain‖ – I can safely
white landscape..”
Swartkops along
say that is indeed true.
sleeping bags. We
the coast. The
awoke to a very white
weather in the
landscape. It was incredmorning was lovely
ibly beautiful, but
but in the afternoon the threatmade the NGPs
ening clouds broke and, again,
blend in even more
we got drenched. We still manwith their surroundaged to find several birds along
ings. It was the final
this stretch including one with a
day and we were all
French band. We met up with
headed for base –
our fellow round islanders, NaStefan and I via the
dia and Carson, at Swartkops
coast, the others
hut where Stefan‘s attempted to
more inland. We
make hot-cross buns – though
battled through
Round Islanders at Cape Davis
some of the infamous
mires near Goney
plain, both of us taking a fall
now and again but still managing
to find birds. Tired and hungry,
and dreaming of people coming
to greet us with hamburgers
along the path back to base, we
kept walking and finally made it
Stefan’s Hot cross biscuits
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Welcoming New Arrivals and Unexpected Guests
By Nadia Hansa
Another month shot past and I began to
realise that if I didn‘t start soon I wouldn‘t get to see everything this island has
to offer. So this month I have been making the most of the adventures around
the island.
After spending 5 days on a round island trip with the birders and Carson I
once again swore that I would never
leave the base, but only a week or so
later I found myself marching out toward Kildalkey in search of an elusive
leopard seal.

ice berg washed up on shore. Then
we sat down and licked Antarctic
Ice lollies while cursing leopard
seals everywhere.
A Leopard Seal At Last

returned to the island waters. Notable old
faces include Atlas and Topnotch but it is
the new arrival that has caused the greatest
stir.
Antarctic Ice Lolly

The whole episode started when two of
the sealers saw a sleeping leopard seal
during their Friday census. The rare seal
was sighted on boulders beach which is
the closest beach to the base. Unfortunately the seal took fright when approached and disappeared into the sea.
Needless to say the sealers were not
too popular after that.

The very next day I was doing a
10hour observation when Stefan
called in yet another leopard seal
sighting, at Archway. For the next
few minutes I bemoaned the fate of
killer whalers who are forced to sit
on rocks while others get to see
seals. But then Carson came to my
But two weeks later it seemed we were rescue, he took over on the rock
in luck. The sealers radioed in from
and I went running to Archway
Kildalkey saying there was another leop- with Anche and finally we got to
ard seal at Kildalkey bay. So that night see our leopard seal. He may have
the plans were made. Six of us would
made us earn our sighting but the
set out the next morning braving horri- pics we got on the way were worth
ble weather to walk the 3 hours to Kil- it.
dalkey and then back again (not enough
beds) just to see this seal.
We left promptly at 8am the next
morning and set out at a forced march,
but as the weather cleared, we couldn‘t
help stopping to photograph everything
we passed, including icebergs, seals and
various birds. Therefore, 3hrs later we
found ourselves only half way to Kildalkey. But with one radio call our
Crozet Shags seen while seal
hopes were dashed: the seal had disappeared again.
There have also been some exciting
developments during working
Refusing to be disheartened we carried
hours. The killer whales have finally
on for a while until we found a chunk of

Early in the year I saw what looked like a
tiny calf in a pod that was not supposed to
have a calf. But try as I might I could not
get a decent photo of the tiny killer. First it
was too rainy, then I had the camera on
the wrong setting. I think he and the leopard seals have got together to make my life
difficult. But I am proud to announce that I
finally have a picture of this elusive figure.
So please join me in welcoming our new
killer whale calf: Griffin!

Griffin and his mom, Valentine.
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Marion, Isle of Mire
By Irma du Plessis
No, it is not a spelling mistake. Although, I might have left out the ‗s‘ on
the end. Our conversations in the base
and with our family and friends back
home are liberally sprinkled with this
word but few who have not been on
the island have a true understanding of
what it means to be mired.

Mire (Noun): ―a stretch of swampy or
boggy ground. Soft and slushy mud or
dirt.‖ (On Marion, we can add ‗icy‘ to
the description…) Or ―a situation or
state of difficulty, distress, or embarrassment from which it is hard to extricate
oneself.‖

Once you have stepped into the icy
―soft and slushy mud‖ and sunk up
to your thighs, the first instinct
would be to freeze. Then come the
words. In polite company it would
be ―o dear‖ or even ―shucks‖ but
we have been here a while now.
We feel comfortable with each
other so ―o dear‖ and ―shucks‖ just
don‘t cut it anymore. Of course,
no matter what you say, your fellow hikers will already be highly
entertained.

For the inexperienced, mires are
difficult to identify. Some look like
grassy planes, others look like lush
moss beautifully growing over rocks
so that you can hardly see the rocks
A sealer in a mire
anymore. They even have a few
rocks sticking out in the middle for
To get yourself out of the mire
camouflage. In some places, the mires
takes effort. You can‘t just pull
are shallow and you can walk through
your leg out; your boot will stay
sinking only up to your ankles. Others
behind. So, there is the ―kneel-onare deceptive – they lie in wait of the
your-walking-stick- and-wiggle-your
ignorant hiker, grab hold of lower limbs
-ankles‖ method, which works if
like a ravenous animal and refuse to let
you are sunk only to below the
go.
knee. There is the ―Jive‖ method if
both legs are stuck but this only
adds to the entertainment of your
fellow walkers - I don‘t recommend it. Each of the team members
have developed their own method
of getting themselves out of mires,
and believe me, all of us have had
Deceptive grassy plain – my walkto use them. Even the experienced
ing stick is stuck about 30cm into
field assistants who have walked all
the ground using only two fingers.
over the island still occasionally get
mired.

Tsepho, the elephant seal is lying in a
mire. I stepped into it (Knee deep) about a
week ago…

Once you are out, you take stock or your
situation. You have expended enough
energy to have climbed a hill, your pants,
boots and socks are now soaked and the
squishy noise you make while you walk is
not because of only water in your boot.
It is icy ―soft and slushy mud‖…
Mire avoidance 101: It is wise to stick to
the paths. Granted, sometimes they go
straight through a mire but mostly you
are on solid ground. Watch the hikers in
front of you. If their walking style changes
to ‗pulling a Legolas‘ or something like a
ballerina on stage, you know there is mire
underfoot. If you are walking through
something a little less solid, do not step in
the footsteps of your fellow hikers. They
have already weakened the vegetation so if

A moral dilemma to risk your own boots
to save a friend
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the rivers that have to be
crossed and when walking on
this lush, beautiful green plants,
you also sink up to your knees.
Going uphill on Blechnum slopes
is HARD WORK. I fell over a
few times (landed softly), had
great difficulty getting back
on my feet, only to sink,
trip and fall over again.
Hard work, I tell you!

A variation on the stick technique

you step on the same spot again, you
will sink. The best advice, search for
stone and when unsure step on grass.
Or Blechnum.

Another word that gets used liberally
on Marion is ―blechnum‖. I think there
is a reason why the first syllable sounds
like the word kids use for the vegeta-

The thing is, the only way to experience
the beauty of this place, is to walk. You
cannot come to the island and justify seeing only one kilometre of the coastline.
The field assistants have no choice, their
work takes them around the island nearly
every month, but for the rest of us it is a

With Wind being Enemy No. 1,
Mire and Blechnum are its two
named cohorts on the hike on
Blechnum slopes beside a river
Marion (With Blechnum, sometimes our reluctant ally). We have a choice. That choice, the fight against Enetheory that the island is on a pivot so my No. 1 and its cohorts, is becoming a
that you are always walking uphill, no little easier every day as (my fitness level
matter where you are going. It cerincreases) I am exploring more.
tainly feels that way! Hiking
here is definitely not for
the faint of heart. It requires a certain level of
fitness, drive, a goal, a destination (take a GPS, a
birder or a sealer to get
there…) and hope – for a
warm or alcoholic beverage and dry clothing at the
A blechnum mattress for an afternoon nap
end of the hike.

A vain attempt to dry out a mired sock

bles they don‘t want to eat. Where it
grows on level ground Blechnum makes
a nice matrass to lie on, on a sunny day.
The Blechnum occasionally ring mires,
making them easier to identify and circumnavigate. But then, there are slopes
of the stuff on the island. Those make
for exciting slides downhill provided
you are doing it on purpose and there is
no icy river to fall in at the bottom.

Blechnum slopes grow on the banks of
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Never trust green stuff!
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A proposed salad for the Marionites
By Allen Tshautshau
Since the inception of the Protocol on
Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty in 1991 (also known as the
Madrid Protocol), various Southern
Ocean Islands have put stringent quarantine measures to prevent wildlife diseases to their islands. In the South Africa context, perhaps one of the most
post popular measures implemented
was the ban on fresh fruits and vegetable to the Prince Edward Islands.

in folk medicine for the treatment
of skin infections. According to
various Marion Island‘s alien vascular plants studies, this weed has
been used by the modern islanders
as ―raw salad‖ So, when you en-

counter these two plant species on your
pathways avoid stepping on them. The former is very sensitive to trampling, and the
later might expand it‘s seemingly contracting range on the island through propagation.

The fresh vegetables were carriers of a
microbial pathogen (Brotriyotina
fuckelina) that infects the Kerguluen
cabbage (Pringlea antiscorbutica). It is
believed that this pathogen have
caused a population decline of this species on Marion Island in the last two
decades or so. This is one of the major
reasons for the ceasation of the fresh
produce supply to the South African
Figure 1: Common Chic weed
Sub-Antarctic islands. Although salad
dressing is provided during every annual
supply and relief voyage, a bowl of fresh
salads remains a year-long dream to
expeditioners.
Ironically, the Kerguluen cabbage is an
iconic species in the history of the islands because of the commercial sealers
who used its leaves as a supplement for
vitamin C, and as an ―anti-scurvy‖ agent.
This ―veggie‖ contains polyamine that
are essential for metabolism for plant
eating mammals (including humans),
trust me medical researchers concur
with this.
Well, imagine a bowl full of fresh leaves
of the Kerguluen cabbage (Pringlea antiscorbutica) and Common chick weed
(Stellaria media) with a salad dressing
(or mayonnaise if you are stuck somewhere in the field hut). The vitamin C
rich common chick weed is an alien
plant species on the island, and is used

Figure 2: Kerguelen Cabbage.

South Africa's involvement in Antarctica and

Organization

the sub-antarctic islands dates back to the
earliest voyages of discovery, due to the then
Cape of Good Hope's position as a stopover
for explorers, whalers and sealers.
After World War II, South Africa became
more formally involved, undertaking meteorological expeditions to the Prince Edward
Islands. A permanent weather base was es-

East Pier Shed
East Pier Road
V&A Waterfront
CAPE TOWN
South Africa
Phone: +27 (0)21 405 9400
Fax: +27 (0)21 405 9424

tablished on Marion and the annexation by
SA of these islands was concluded in 1948. In
1959 the first South African National Antarctic Expedition (SANAE) was undertaken, establishing a permanent presence on Antarctica that endures to this day.

E-mail: webmaster@sanap.ac.za

We’re on the Web!
example.com
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